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Abstract  
In our work we consider the issues of complex automated systems designing at the stage of engineering design.  There is 
formulated the issue of system decomposition into applied tasks clusters subject to automation and of initial documents used for 
automated systems functional tasks solving. The problem is solved as a block-symmetric task of discrete programming.  Solving 
the formulated tasks is proved to be effective with interactive algorithm which allows solving the high dimension tasks. The 
developed decomposition method allows  optimizing the automated systems designing.   
Selection and peer review under responsibility of Prof. Dr. Hafize Keser. 
1. Introduction  
Upon automated systems designing at the stage of pre-design objects analysis there is defined the list of data 
processing applied tasks subject to  automation; succession of their solving; initial documents used for  applied tasks 
solving; applied tasks and documents characteristics. Creation of large-scale and complex systems is connected with 
a large number of applied tasks and documents to be analyzed, systematized and processed with the aim of reducing 
the efforts and time  on automated systems designing.  At that dependent on the system complexity it is 
indispensable to break it up into   loosely coupled elements (applied tasks and documents clusters) in order to 
transfer the received elements to different groups of the project designers further on.  In the process of tasks 
multitude decomposition (breaking up) into separate elements there may be taken into account the qualification and 
experience of specialists as well efforts and time for designing. Therefore applied tasks and initial documents 
multitudes decomposition is an acute problem which allows developing the effective systems. System components 
give a possibility for developers to carry out the system’s thorough analysis and survey, define interrelations 
(interface) with other applied (functional) tasks, peculiarities and characteristics of functional tasks being solved and 
of document circulation. 
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The outcome of the given designing stage is the components of the system being developed in which further on  
the procedures of data processing and information elements are identified in each one, established interrelations 
between them with the aim of elaborating the applied software modular-block systems and database.   
Let consider the complex automated systems decomposition task set up at the stage of engineering designing.    
1. Set up of the problem 
The stage of engineering designing is the most complicated and durable. At the given stage there is formed the 
general functional structure, make up and succession of applied problems solving, structure of applied software, 
structure of database, defined a general software of the system being designed.    
At a large number of applied tasks and complex document circulation there appears the necessity in the system 
decomposition into clusters. 
Applied tasks cluster is tasks integrating into subsets, and documents cluster is documents integrating into subsets 
and establishing the interrelations between the corresponding subsets. Thus the system being designed may be 
represented as a bichromatic graph the upper level apexes of which are functional tasks, and the lower level ones are 
the documents applied upon tasks implementation. Bichromatic graph’s directed lines reflect interrelations between 
the tasks and documents within the tasks solving process.  The system decomposition outcome is as well the 
bichromatic graph the upper level apexes of which are functional tasks clusters, the lower level apexes are clusters 
of initial documents. Interrelations between them show integrated connections between the clusters. Designing 
experience of data processing system and conducted researches proved the necessity of initial system decomposition 
which allows more profound analyzing the tasks and documents clusters at the stage of engineering designing,  
proportioning the works scope between the designers, identifying the procedures of data processing and information 
elements for applied software and automated systems database development. Therefore minimum information 
interrelations between tasks and documents clusters shall be used as a criterion of initial system decomposition 
process efficiency.   
Let introduce following variables and designations for mathematical system decomposition task setting.  
Let { }IiiA ,1, == α  and – multitude of data processing applied tasks subject to automation; { }JjjbB ,1, ==  - 
multitude of initial documents used for solving the applied tasks. There is assumed the matrix 
,,1,,1, JjIiijW === ω  where ,1=ijω  if j -initial document is used for solving the  i -system’s applied task and 
,0=ijω otherwise. Let introduce variables IiMmmixX ,1,,1, ===   is a variable reflecting distributed computing 
of i -applied task in m  -tasks cluster (group). In such case 
 
⎩
⎨
⎧ −−
= .,0
,,1
otherwise
clustermtoddistributeistaskappliediif
mix  
 
Let introduce similarly the variable  
,,1,,1, JjNnjnyY === where 
⎩
⎨
⎧ −−
= .,0
,,1
otherwise
clusterdocumentsninplacedisdocumentjif
jny  
In a number of cases at the given stage there is defined the characteristics of tasks and documents. Let introduce  
it  - elaboration time of i -task, jv  - volume of j -document, ijc - total cost of development i -task elaboration and 
of j -document, jτ - elaboration and preparation time of j -document, ic - cost of elaboration, i -tasks elaboration 
cost, js - preparation cost of j -document. 
It is necessary to break up the system into subsets of applied tasks and documents used  by them in such a way as 
to minimize  interrelations applied tasks and documents clusters on the process of automated system designing.   
Let define additional variables as follows: 
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The given variable shows the use of j -document  for solving the task of  m -cluster. 
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Variable inβ  shows the application of n-cluster documents  i-task in solving process. 
Interrelations between  tasks and clusters of applied problems and documents are defined from the expression: 
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Designed automated system decomposition task is formulated as follows:  
It is necessary to minimize the type function  
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Upon delimitations at: 
- inclusion of every applied task only into one cluster   
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-inclusion oа a document only into one cluster of documents 
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- time of every cluster tasks elaboration  
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- cost of every cluster tasks designing  
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- number of applied tasks in a cluster  
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- number of initial documents in a cluster 
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Conclusion 
The set problem (1-10) refers to block-symmetry tasks of discreet programming. We developed and offered 
hereby the effective algorithm for its solution which allows solving the tasks of high dimension. 
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